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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a 
sense of guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard 
against surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  
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Psalm 62:5  My soul, wait thou only upon God; for my expectation is from him.  
Psalm 62:6  He only is my rock and my salvation: he is my defence; I shall not be 
moved.  
Psalm 62:7  In God is my salvation and my glory: the rock of my strength, and my 
refuge, is in God.  
Psalm 62:8  Trust in him at all times; ye people, pour out your heart before him: 
God is a refuge for us. Selah. 

 
Video: A new Obama administration program is FLYING illegal alien children to 
the US so they don’t have to make the trek on foot--And you get to pay for it! 
Posted By Jim Hoft | Gateway Pundit On April 5, 2015  
Millions of illegal alien children from Central America will qualify for the program. 
And once they arrive in the US the illegal alien children and families will qualify 
for free education, food stamps, medical expenses and living expenses. 
Better yet, when State Department spokesperson Marie Harf was asked about the 
cost of the program. She answered, “The pricetag? I don’t know.” 
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n2z1ElTSY68  
http://www.infowars.com/obama-administration-is-now-flying-illegal-alien-
children-to-us-video/  

 
DHS Launches “Family Reunification,” Refugee Program for Central Americans 
APRIL 01, 2015--To facilitate the often treacherous process of entering the United 
States illegally through the southern border, the Obama administration is offering free 
transportation from three Central American countries and a special refugee/parole 
program with “resettlement assistance” and permanent residency. 
Under the new initiative the administration has rebranded the official name it originally 
assigned to the droves of illegal immigrant minors who continue sneaking into the U.S. 
They’re no longer known as Unaccompanied Alien Children (UAC), a term that evidently 
was offensive and not politically correct enough for the powerful open borders 
movement. The new arrivals will be officially known as Central American Minors 
(CAM) and they will be eligible for a special refugee/parole that offers a free one-
way flight to the U.S. from El Salvador, Guatemala or Honduras. The project is a 
joint venture between the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and the State 
Department.  
Obama administration officials offered an overview of the new CAM initiative and 
confirmed that the U.S. has deployed staff to the region to handle the influx of 
applicants. A State Department official promoted CAM as a “family reunification” 
program that will be completely funded by American taxpayers, though the 
official claimed to have no idea what the cost will be. 
http://www.judicialwatch.org/blog/2015/04/dhs-launches-family-reunification-
refugee-program-for-central-americans/  

 
Let’s Make Something VERY Clear: They ABSOLUTELY Are Coming For Your 
Guns! 
Tuesday, January 13, 2015--EVER TAKEN DEPRESSION MEDICATION? NO GUNS! 
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VETERANS WITH PTSD? NO GUNS! 
YOUR CHILDREN TELL THE PEDIATRICIAN YOU HAVE GUNS: GONE! 
THIS REPORT IS NOT WRITTEN BY MICHAEL CONNELLY. IF YOU DON’T KNOW 
WHO MICHAEL CONNELLY IS, HE’S A CONSTITUTIONAL ATTORNEY (A REAL 
ONE, NOT THE OBAMA VARIETY), AND A UNITED STATES ARMY VETERAN.  
ON HIS WEBSITE HE WRITES: 
“I am a U.S. Army veteran, a Constitutional attorney, Executive Director of the United 
States Justice Foundation, and a published author, freelance writer, and teacher.”  
In 2013, Michael Connelly was even nice enough to save Congress the laborious effort 
of drafting Articles of Impeachment themselves when he wrote and distributed to 
Congress: U.S. CONGRESS RESOLUTION IMPEACHING BARACK HUSSEIN 
OBAMA, PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, FOR HIGH CRIMES AND 
MISDEMEANORS. – AUGUST 20, 2013. But we all know the backbone the GOP 
showed on that one.  
For EVERY person busy mumbling under their breath, “They’ll have to take my guns 
from my cold dead fingers…,” don’t you worry, THERE ARE ACTIVE COMMANDERS 
IN OUR MILITARY JUST WAITING TO PRY THEM FROM YOUR COLD DEAD 
FINGERS. You’d be best to remember Obama has done a STALIN LIKE PURGE 
OF THE MILITARY, AND FIRED OVER 300 OF THE MILITARY’S TOP OFFICERS HE 
HAD CONFLICTS WITH INCLUDING ADMIRALS AND GENERALS! SEE THE LIST 
HERE!  
If you think there is a law prohibiting our military from operating on American soil? Your 
WRONG! Not only is POSSE COMITATUS GONE under Obama (which prevented 
the military from acting on American Soil for over 200 YEARS), the NEW ARMY 
MANUAL AUTHORIZES LETHAL FORCE AGAINST EVEN PEACEFUL 
PROTESTORS, IF THEY ARE PROTESTING GOVERNMENT.  
THIS IS NOT A GAME! THIS IS NOT A “THEORY!” THIS IS PASSED LAW! 
(by Michael Connelly, Constitutional Attorney) — It is official. 2015 is the year that 
progressives will make an all-out push to quash the Second Amendment and 
disarm the American people. I have been reporting on my blog for the last several 
years about the ground work that has been laid including the escalating efforts to disarm 
our veterans, the issuing of illegal Executive Orders by Obama to limit gun rights, the 
movement to get individual states to pass and enforce unconstitutional limits on gun 
ownership, and the signing of the UN Small Arms treaty. 
Now they are ready to make their move and I predict it will consist of a number of 
assaults on the American people. In fact, some of them ARE ALREADY IN THE 
WORKS: 

 The DOJ is floating the claim that the UN SMALL ARMS TREATY IS NOW THE 
LAW OF THE LAND despite the fact that it has NEVER BEEN SUBMITTED 
TO THE U.S. SENATE FOR RATIFICATION BY 2/3 VOTE as REQUIRED by 
the U.S. Constitution. This means that Obama plans to enforce the provisions 
of the treaty without ratification and despite the fact that in 1957 the Supreme 
Court ruled that no treaty, even if signed by the President and ratified by the 
Senate can override the protection of individual rights guaranteed to Americans 
in the Constitution. 

DO YOU THINK THE FACT IT IS NOT CONSTITUTIONAL WILL STOP OBAMA? 
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Obama’s enforcement of the UN treaty will include prohibiting the importation of 
firearms or replacement parts from other countries into the US, and providing a 
list to the UN of all American gun owners, importers, and exporters. In order to 
legally facilitate this, Congress would have to repeal the ban on funding of a 
national gun registration. However, I believe Obama plans on doing this by 
another illegal and unconstitutional Executive Order. 
TO CONTINUE THE ESCALATION OF DISARMING U.S. VETERANS, THE PRIVATE 
MEDICAL RECORDS of veterans are being TURNED OVER ILLEGALLY TO THE FBI 
so that they can be put on the NICS list of people who CANNOT LEGALLY PURCHASE 
FIREARMS because of mental illness. However, mental illness of these veterans is 
based on minor PTSD, suffering from minor depression, or even letting their 
spouses pay the family bills. There is no adjudication of mental illness to the 
point of being a danger to themselves or others as required by law. 
Veterans are also being required to tell the VA if they own firearms, how they feel 
about the federal government and/or the Obama administration and in some 
cases forced to submit to a STRIP SEARCH to determine if they have any 
“RADICAL TATTOOS.” No definition of what constitutes a radical tattoo is 
provided. [HINT: AMERICAN FLAGS ARE LIKELY THE MOST EXTREME FORM OF 
RADICAL] 
DON’T FORGET THE HOME RAIDS AUTHORIZED BY OBAMACARE! THEY WILL 
SURELY BE TARGETING VETERANS AS WELL!  
Obama has by an illegal and UNCONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT TO THE 
AFFORDABLE CARE ACT overridden the prohibition on DOCTORS TO QUESTION 
THEIR PATIENTS ABOUT GUN OWNERSHIP. Obama has CALLED ON 
PEDIATRICIANS TO ASK YOUNG CHILDREN IF THEIR PARENTS have a gun in 
their home.  
Obama has also issued an Executive order that is being enforced by new HHS 
regulations that virtually sets aside the HIPP law that protects the privacy of medical 
records. Under these new regulations, if your records contain anything indicating 
you have EVER BEEN DEPRESSED, HAD PTSD, OR TAKEN CERTAIN 
MEDICATIONS YOUR RECORDS WILL BE TURNED OVER THE THE FBI and you 
will be put on the NICS list. THIS WILL APPLY TO EVERYONE. NOT JUST 
VETERANS. 
Obama also has the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms changing the 
definition of mental illness to provide that anyone can be declared mentally ill to 
the point of being a danger to themselves or others for any reason without an 
adjudication of any kind, and therefore can be prohibited from owning firearms. 
This is already happening in states like New York that have adopted similar laws 
and regulations. A citizen of New York has been declared mentally ill and had his 
guns seized because he was seeking treatment for insomnia. 
In the meantime, we have a Republican Senator casting the deciding vote to confirm 
Obama’s appointment of a Surgeon General who believes that gun ownership 
constitutes a health threat. We have the EPA moving to control the manufacture 
of ammunition because it claims that the use of lead in ammo produces a threat 
to the environment. 
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The Department of Justice will continue its campaign to force banks to deny 
loans and even bank accounts to firearms dealers and will continue to harass 
them in other ways to force them out of business.   
Remember, those were all in MICHAEL CONNELLY’s report, a WIDELY 
RESPECTED Constitutional Attorney. The links are all from stories I reported on 
in some cases YEARS AGO, but many said, “IT WILL NEVER HAPPEN.”  
Do you think it’s just COINCIDENCE  ERIC HOLDER’S NEW GESTAPO FOR 
TARGETING “DOMESTIC TERRORISTS” (AKA The Tea Party) is being formed NOW? 
WE HAVE TO GET OBAMA OUT OF OFFICE, AND PRONTO! 
MANY FEDERAL AGENCIES ARE ALL NOW FULLY ARMED! 

 OBAMA DECIMATING MILITARY WHILE ARMING FEDERAL AGENCIES 
 DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE LOADS UP ON BODY ARMOR??? 
 U.S. POST OFFICE WAS ANNOUNCING A GIANT AMMO PURCHASE  
 THE I.R.S. GETS THEIR OWN S.W.A.T. TEAM? 
 EPA GETS THEIR OWN S.W.A.T. TEAM 
 SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION GETS THEIR OWN S.W.A.T. TEAM 
 DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION STOCKPILING FIREARMS AND AMMO. 
 FOOD & DRUG ADMIN. BUYS NIGHT VISION SUB MACHINE GUNS 
 D.H.S. MOST RECENT PURCHASE: 6 BILLION HOLLOW POINT BULLETS 

PLEASE, READ THE FOLLOWING TWO ARTICLES 

 HOW WILL YOU RESPOND IF THEY COME FOR YOUR GUNS?  
 IF THEY COME FOR MY GUNS DO I HAVE A RESPONSIBILITY TO FIGHT? 

IT IS HAPPENING HERE: PERMANENT GUN CONFISCATION: 
http://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2015/01/lets-make-something-very-clear-they-
absolutely-are-coming-for-your-guns-2681136.html?currentSplittedPage=0  

 
Oath Keepers Forming Militia Cells to Prepare for Triggered Collapse 
by Voice of Reason If… or rather WHEN… Obama goes off the reservation, it’s going 
to be DHS vs. The American people and our last line of defense will be the police 
and sheriffs who have sworn that they actually meant it when they made their 
oaths to defend the Constitution.  Right now, the Oath Keepers are working hard 
to provide a framework to resist should Obama go off the deep end… further…   

 386,000 Foreign Troops Now on U.S. Soil – Obama Issuing Martial Law 
Soon? 

 How to Survive Martial Law! – DETAILED GUIDE! 
 What are FEMA Camps and Why 

Should I Be Worried? 
 FEMA Concentration Camps: 

Locations and Corresponding 
Executive Orders! 

After President Obama’s re-election in 
2012, residents from every state petitioned 
for secession, with the movement garnering 
significant traction in at least seven states. 
And, a growing number of whistleblowers 
have risked their own freedom, most 
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notably Edward Snowden, to expose government abuses. 
But, America may be on the verge of a new threshold with the latest move from 
the Oath Keepers. 
Militia groups have been around in the United States since its beginning. 
However, the Oath Keepers, which is a group of current and former law enforcement 
and U.S. Military personnel that seeks to disobey unconstitutional orders, is about to 
take it up a notch. 
According to U.S. News & World Report, the group is urging its 30,000 members to 
activate into small “civilization preservation” cells modeled on special operations 
units in the U.S. Military. Leaders of the group contend the move is in preparation 
for a pending economic collapse, possibly to be caused by a devaluation of the 
U.S. dollar. 
If the U.S. does in fact collapse, these units will primarily train locals on how to provide 
their own security and lead them along the way. They will also draft and introduce militia 
bills, posse bills and nullification bills, among other items, to support liberty. 
The fact that the group And, they’ll ensure that sheriffs understand the Constitution and 
their duty to defend it. Most notably, the Oath Keepers urge members to assume that a 
collapse will be triggered this fall or winter. One can only hope they are wrong. 
This isn’t some backwoods clan of rag-tag extremists: it’s a 30,000-strong group 
led by a former U.S. Army paratrooper and Law School grad. 
Consider this just another example of the rapidly-declining faith in government in 
the so-called “Land of the Free.” 
Read the article here at Collapse.com: 
Also see:  

 Oath Keepers Activated: “Preserve Civilization” Teams Forming 
 U.S. House Candidate Says Militias On High Alert in Response to Jade 

Helm  
 'Operation Homeland Hawkeye' 

 
++ DNA Analysis of the Paracas Skulls Proves They Are Not Human 

Saturday, February 28, 2015--On the southern coast of Peru lies the desert peninsula of 
Paracas. This barren landscape is where Peruvian archaeologist Julio Tello made 
an astounding discovery in 1928. His efforts uncovered a massive and complex 
graveyard buried under the sand and rocks. 
In these tombs Tello found some of the most controversial remains in history. The 
bodies had the largest elongated skulls in the world and have since been called the 
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Paracas skulls. Tello found a total of more than 300 skulls and they have been dated at 
around 3,000 years old. A recent DNA analysis performed on some of those skulls 
has presented amazing results that could challenge the current perspective of the 
human evolutionary tree. 
Several other cultures have practiced skull elongation or deformation but the 
techniques they used produced different results. Certain South American tribes 
used to bind infants’ skulls in order to change their shape. Binding the head between 
pieces of wood modified the appearance of skulls by applying constant pressure over a 
long period of time. This type of cranial deformation changed the shape but it did 
not alter the size, weight or cranial volume; these are all standard characteristics 
of a regular human skull. 
The Paracas skulls are different. Their craniums are 25% larger and 60% heavier than 
regular human skulls which led researchers to believe they couldn’t have been modified 
through binding. They are also structurally different and only have one parietal plate as 
opposed to the two normally found in human skulls. These differences have deepened 
the decade-old mystery around the Paracas skulls and researchers haven’t been able to 
explain their origins. 
The director of the Paracas History Museum has sent samples from 5 skulls to 
undergo genetic testing. The samples consisted of hair, skin, teeth and fragments 
of skull bones. The genetic laboratory was not informed about the samples’ 
origins in order to avoid biased or influenced results. The results were 
fascinating. 
The mitochondrial DNA (inherited from the mother) presented mutations unknown to 
any man, primate or any other animal. The Paracas individuals were so biologically 
different from humans they wouldn’t have been able to interbreed. “I am not sure 
it will even fit into the known evolutionary tree”, one geneticist added. 
This breakthrough brings up more questions than it answers but counts as another 
piece of evidence suggesting that we are not alone. 
http://beforeitsnews.com/paranormal/2015/02/dna-analysis-of-the-paracas-skulls-
proves-they-are-not-human-2484728.html  
See Scott Johnson’s Teachings:  
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July 20th, 2008 |  
Strong Delusion: E.T.’s, Aliens, UFO’s, Nephilim, Grenada Treaty-Part 2 
July 20th, 2008 |  
Subterranean Secrets Revealed–Underground Bases & the Nephilim–Part 1 
July 28th, 2012 |  
Subterranean Secrets Revealed–Underground Bases & the Nephilim–Part 2 
July 28th, 2012 |  
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The Return of The Nephilim: Hollywood Preparing the Way August 6th, 2006 |  
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Nephilim, Sons of God, Fallen Angels, Demons, Evil Spirits, Tartaros, Sons of 
Seth, Daughters of Cain, Augustine of Hippo, Thomas Aquinas, John Calvin, 
Warning & Bible Study–Part 2 September 5th, 2011 |  

 
She Said She Has Personally Delivered Many Truckloads of Supplies to the 
Underground Facilities. For Each DHS Shipment/Delivery, There Was a Stack of 
Non-Disclosure Forms About (By Her Description) Six Inches Thick She Had to 
Sign. 
April 5, 2015 Q Alerts--Hi Steve, I am a physician. Last fall, I had a very interesting 
conversation with a patient who is a trucker. I asked her if she knew 
anything about deep underground military bases, and then I played ignorant 
to see what she would say. 
Without further prompting, she informed me she is an independent contractor 
trucker, driving 18-wheeler rigs cross-country. She said the bases are real 
and are located all over the country, “especially under the mountains out 
West”. She said one of her main contracts over the last few years has been 
with DHS.  
She said there are underground roads running all over the United States, 
connecting the underground facilities. 
She said she has personally delivered many truckloads of supplies to the 
underground facilities. For each DHS shipment/delivery, there was a stack 
of non-disclosure forms about (by her description) six inches thick she had 
to sign. 
DHS would attach a tracking device to her truck for each of these shipments 
and monitor her truck’s every move. She would be told where to go to accept 
delivery for each shipment. In each case, she would be escorted by guards 
“with machine guns” away from her truck, so she could not see what was 
being loaded into her rig. The truck would then be locked by a large lock 
with a ring ‘as big around as your finger”, which had to be torch-cut off 
at the time of delivery. 
When she would make deliveries, often within underground facilities, she 
would again be escorted away from the truck by armed guards, the lock would 
be cut off, and the goods would be unloaded. 
She said the only shipped goods she ever saw in these DHS shipments were 
stackable black plastic things that looked like coffins. 
At the time she told be the gov’t is getting ready for a collapse, which she told be 
she expected might happen as early as late 2014.  
She also told me she thinks the gov’t has just about everything is needs 
stored underground, because the number of DHS shipments has been 
declining. 
I asked her if she would be willing to have lunch with me and tell me more. 
She replied, “yes”, but afterwards when I contacted her, she had changed 
her mind and would not talk further about it with me. 
Another pt of mine, whom I saw within about a week of this lady, is a local 
trucker, but he told me that he has lots of friends who are truckers, and 
through them, he said he had learned that there are “thousands of miles of 
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underground roads” running across the country, connecting underground gov’t 
facilities.  
He had just recently, in fact, heard among his trucker friends of a 
shipment of frozen meat being shipped to one such underground facility, 
totaling four million pounds of meat. 
Be strong. Keep the faith. Jonathan Apr 5, 2015 
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=1362 
See Scott Johnson’s Teaching:  
Subterranean Secrets Revealed–Underground Bases & the Nephilim–Part 1 
July 28th, 2012 |  
Subterranean Secrets Revealed–Underground Bases & the Nephilim–Part 2 
July 28th, 2012 |  
PDF: Subterranean Secrets Revealed–Underground Bases & the Nephilim 

 
Dinesh D’souza was Right, Obama Is Forming A Global Muslim Caliphate (VIDEO) 
Geoffrey Grider | March 31, 2015 article written by L. Todd Wood, WESTERN 
JOURNALISM--Why do you think the Obama administration went after filmmaker 
Dinesh D’souza with federal charges, eventually convicting him of a campaign 
finance felony? 

D’Souza served eight 
months in a 
community 
confinement center, 
received five years 
probation, and paid a 
$30,000 fine, all for 
giving some money to 
a friend to donate to a 
candidate. Somehow, 
I think there are 
plenty of people 
federal prosecutors 
have not gone after 
so aggressively for a 
similar offense. 

The reason the federal government went after D’Souza so forcefully was that Dinesh, in 
his first movie 2016: Obama’s America, hit the nail right on the head regarding 
our Dear Leader’s agenda. Obama could not let this continue. He had to attempt 
to silence Dinesh and buy more time to complete his goal—the creation of a 
global Islamic caliphate. 
The evidence is just too overwhelming. There is no other conclusion any 
intelligent, thinking man can come to. 
The New York Post reports today that Obama could not even acknowledge the 
concept of “Muslim Terrorists” at the extremist convention the administration 
threw together to act like they were doing something against the Islamic Jihadist 
threat. 
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WASHINGTON — They’re burning and beheading victims in the name of Islam, as 
President Obama delivered a major speech Wednesday on combating violent 
extremism — while refusing to use the words “Muslim terrorists.” 
Dinesh D’souza Analyzes Predictions from “2016: Obama’s America” in Late 
2013--Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=155&v=Uuh9k6Ttsm0  
The goal of this administration is to so weaken American power that the United 
States cannot stop the formation of the caliphate from North Africa to Pakistan. 
Even more frightening is that Obama is attempting to radically change the 
population of the United States through illegal immigration so that eventually, a 
Muslim U.S.A. will join his new kingdom. 
I have written again and again about the Obama administration’s agenda to allow 
Iran to obtain a nuclear weapon to destroy Israel and bring the entire Levant into 
the caliphate. Israeli nuclear weapons stand in the way of this goal. A nuclear Iran 
will try to destroy the Jewish State. 
“They have taken crafty counsel against thy people, and consulted against thy 
hidden ones. They have said, Come, and let us cut them off from being a nation; 
that the name of Israel may be no more in remembrance. For they have consulted 
together with one consent: they are confederate against thee:” Psalm 83:3-5 
(KJV) 
Why Obama Wants to Destroy America: 
The Jerusalem Post today reports that the State Department is mocking Israel 
and openly admits they are not including Israel in the negotiations that involve 
her very survival. 
“Obviously, we work to protect sensitive information in the negotiations,” (State 
Department Spokeswoman Jen) Psaki continued. Asked pointedly whether the US is 
withholding information from inside the talks from the Israelis, she said, “Correct.” 
 Washington’s acknowledgment of a gap in its briefings to Israel highlights growing 
space between the allies on the emerging agreement with Iran, aggressively sought by 
US President Barack Obama and opposed with equal vigor by Netanyahu. 
Iran going nuclear, ISIS conquering the Middle East and threatening to invade 
Europe, terrorists actively being courted to enter the United States, Christians 
being slaughtered, Obama refusing to utter the words ‘Islamic terrorist’, Jihad 
being carried out in Paris and other European capitals, et cetera, et cetera, all 
point to Obama forming a global Islamic kingdom. 
The question is, when he leaves office, is Obama looking to become sultan of his 
new empire? article written by L. Todd Wood, WESTERN JOURNALISM  

 
++ Islamic Terror/Evil Reports Just From This Last Week 
The co-pilot of the Germanwings Airbus was a convert to Islam: All evidence 
indicates that the copilot of Airbus jet converted to Islam in his six-months break 
during his training as a pilot in Germanwings  
The fastest growing religion in the world is Islam!! 
New Bible Versions REMOVE ‘Father’ and ‘Son Of God’ Because It Offends 
Muslims  
147 slaughtered on Kenyan campus by Devil Al-Shabaab Muslims who Targeted 
Christians!! 
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UNHRC Confirms 200 Kidnapped Christian Girls in Nigeria Murdered by Boko 
Haram Muslim Terrorists 
Two Muslim Women Arrested in New York City Islamic Terrorist Bomb Plot 
Islam - 20 Errors on 20-20 (ABC News) 
Three Stages of Jihad 
Hit Muslim Terrorists Where it Hurts–Their Religion! 
Just before the September 11, 2001…Deputy Israeli Police Minister Gideon Esra 
suggested in the Israeli newspaper Yediot Aharonot that Palestinian suicide 
bombers be buried in pig skin! That is reminiscent of General “Black Jack” 
Sherman’s alleged execution of six Muslim rebels in the Philippines in the early 
1900s following the end of the Spanish American War. It is said, although without 
authentication, that he killed six Muslim rebels with bullets dipped in hog fat, 
wrapped the bodies in pig skins, dumped pig entrails over them and buried them 
face down so they could not face Mecca. That ended the insurrection.  
World’s Leading Islamic University: Al-Azhar textbook: Eating dead Jews, 
Christians and infidels is ‘halal’ if necessary  
Islamic State justifies using child executioners by invoking Muhammad’s example 

 
Muslim Awaited Savior Imam Mahdi to return by 2016, followed by Muslim Jesus? 
Posted By Leo Hohmann On 03/30/2015--It’s not only the Christians who are sensing 
that something has changed in the world, and that we may be entering the very last 
days. 
Muslims are also eagerly awaiting their messiah. 
In the latest evidence of this messianic fervor, a mainstream Sunni Muslim website 
has decreed that the Islamic messiah, called the Mahdi, will appear this year or in 
2016 and that the Muslim Jesus will return in 2022 to conquer the world for Islam. 
DiscoveringIslam.org (A Pro-Islam Website) have calculated that the “first phase” 
of the end of time will begin soon. 
The estimates were derived from “the latest research” into numerical analysis of 
the Quran, Hadith, Arabic words and historical events,” according to 
DiscoveringIslam.org. 
“The Messenger of Allah…informed the Companions of everything that would occur 
until the Day of Resurrection,” the website reports. 
“Based on our numerical analysis of the Quran and Hadith, the official beginning 
of the End of Time and the coming of the Imam Mahdi will most likely be in 2015 
(or 2016) and Jesus Christ (p) will come down from Heaven to Earth in 2022, in-
sha Allah (if Allah is willing),” the website reported. 
The Quran and the Bible put forth end-times narratives that are similar but 
opposite. The Bible’s antichrist, for instance, resembles Islam’s messiah while 
Muslims view the Jesus of the Bible as their antichrist or “Dajjal.” The Quran 
teaches that Jesus returns to earth but for a very different purpose – to “break 
the cross” and convert the world’s Christians to Islam. 
Many Christians point to Jesus’ warnings in Matthew 24 and Mark 13 that false 
teachers and false prophets would arise in the last days to deceive many. 
Obviously Muhammad is one of those false prophets. But the religion he founded, 
Islam, must be taken seriously because 1.4 billion people believe in its teachings, which 
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are apocalyptic and getting more so, In fact, it’s impossible to understand what inspires 
and motivates Islamic radicals such as ISIS or al-Qaida if you aren’t familiar with their 
eschatology. 
But it’s not just the radicals who believe in the Islamic teachings about the 
apocalypse. 
“It is frequently claimed that those who believe these things are but the tiny 
minority of radicals,” “But what the (Discovering Islam) article reveals, is that 
even many mainstream Muslims now believe that the last days are upon us.” 
Many Muslims across the globe see the unfolding events in Syria and Iraq as proof that 
the prophetic traditions of Islam are coming to pass and will soon lead to the return of 
the Muslim Jesus and the Mahdi. 
As previously reported by WND last October, an influential Turkish Muslim media 
personality and prolific author, Adnan Aktar, said he expects the Mahdi to appear in 
Istanbul. 
Aktar said the Mahdi will communicate with spirit beings called the djinn, who will help 
Muslims prevail throughout the world. 
ISIS expects a major battle to occur near the Syrian city of Dabiq between the 
soldiers of Allah and the “Romans,” who are seen as the leaders of the infidel 
Western powers fighting alongside apostate Muslims. According to the Islamic view 
the soldiers of Allah will win this battle, ushering in a period marked by the destruction of 
the Jewish State of Israel and the dominance of Muslims globally. 
“When Christians think about Jesus warning of the rise of false prophets in the last 
days, we often think of false voices within the church. No doubt, we have plenty of such 
voices, shouting ‘peace and security,’ ‘all is well,’ ‘thrive and prosper,’ etc. But rarely do 
many Christians think of the false prophetic traditions of Islam that are misleading a 
large segment of mankind.” “In Tehran, our own president has just agreed to allow 

the single most apocalyptic 
regime in the earth to attain 
nuclear weapons,”  “Never 
before has the term 
‘existential threat’ been so 
real.” 
This billboard showing the 
Muslim Jesus behind Imam 
Mahdi graces the Vali-Asr 
Square in Tehran. It was 
completed in late 2014. 
image: 
http://www.wnd.com/files/2015/0
3/mahdi-billboard-in-tehran.jpg 
image: 
http://www.wnd.com/files/2015/0

3/Billboard-on-Vali-Asr-square-showing-Mahdi.jpg 
Truly, the world is entering unchartered territory. 
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Iran’s leaders have been speaking apocalyptically for years. In September 2012, WND 
reported that former President Mahmoud Amadinejad delivered a speech to the 

United Nations General 
Assembly in which he 
claimed the table was set 
for a “new world order” 
based on rule by the 
coming Mahdi, also 
called the 12th imam in 
Shiite Islam. 
Islam represents a major 
challenge to Christianity, 
quite possibly the challenge 
of the age, and most 
Christian leaders are 
unprepared for that 
challenge.  
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-----Original Message----- 
From: Lisa  
Sent: Friday, March 06, 2015  
To: Scott Johnson 
Subject: Question regarding John 7:26, 27 
Dear Scott, I listen to your shows and think you might be able to give some insight on 
this scripture. I could never understand how the Jews and Muslims would accept a 
"Messiah" outside of their religion.  Please read the scripture and let me know if 
there is a possibility that the anti-Christ might come from another dimension 
(aliens/demons).  If this is the case that could explain why the world, with the 
exception of true believers, would accept him as savior.   
John 7:26 Here he is, speaking publicly, and they are not saying a word to him. Have 
the authorities really concluded that he is the Christ? 27 But we know where this man is 
from; when the Christ comes, no one will know where he is from." 
Please let me know your thoughts.  Thank you and God bless. Sincerely, Lisa = 
---------------------------------------- 
Scott Johnson’s Response: Well that version is so far from the KJV I could barely 
recognize it as from the Bible. See the attachment.  

 

Jhn 
7:26  

But, lo, he speaketh boldly, and they say nothing unto him. Do the 
rulers know indeed that this is the very Christ? 

 

Jhn 
7:27  

Howbeit we know this man whence he is: but when Christ cometh, no 
man knoweth whence he is. 

The word to key on here is “whence”: 
Lexicon :: Strong's G4159 - pothen 

Outline of Biblical Usage 
1. of place: from where, from what condition 
2. of origin or source: from what author or giver 
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3. of cause: how is that?, how can that be? 

KJV Translation Count — Total: 28x 
The KJV translates Strongs G4159 in the following manner: whence (28x). 
OK based on the verses you cited especially John 7:27 (from a Biblical 
standpoint) it seems the Jews here are behaving in a totally Biblical ignorant 
manner. The reason I say that is the awaited Jewish Messiah or the "The Christ" 
(if you are going by a strict Old Testament prophetic, Biblical interpretation) will 
have to fulfill a ton of Scriptures to be accepted. Jesus fulfilled all these Old 
Testament prophecies to a tee (See the attachment) and they did not accept him 
(SEE: John 5:43 below & see the 2nd and third attachments).  To a lesser extent 
the same (fulfilling of Islamic prophetic Scripture) would go for the awaited 
Muslim Savoir called the Imam Mahdi or 13th Imam.  

 
Jhn 
5:16  

And therefore did the Jews persecute Jesus, and sought to slay him, 
because he had done these things on the sabbath day. 

 
Jhn 
5:17  

But Jesus answered them, My Father worketh hitherto, and I work. 

 
Jhn 
5:39  

Search the scriptures; for in them ye think ye have eternal life: and 
they are they which testify of me. 

 
Jhn 
5:40  

And ye will not come to me, that ye might have life. 

 
Jhn 
5:41  

I receive not honour from men. 

 
Jhn 
5:42  

But I know you, that ye have not the love of God in you. 

 
Jhn 
5:43  

I am come in my Father's name, and ye receive me not: if another 
shall come in his own name, him ye will receive. 

So this other false Christ will come in his own name. To me this is Jesus Christ 
predicting that potentially the Jews are going to set aside all the Old Testament 
Biblical parameters for their awaited savoir & messiah and accept someone who 
does not fulfill those Scriptures.   
I mean Jesus fulfilled them all and they did not accept Him, so is seems that this 
time around (to show their willingness to Biblically compromise and embrace the 
Antichrist and false prophet) they are going to accept someone who will have no 
real Old Testament Prophetic Biblical claim to be the Messiah; based on his signs 
& lying wonders most likely. In this sense the Scriptures will show the Jews (who 
accept the Antichrist) to be without excuse.  I believe a similar dynamic will also 
apply to not only the Muslims but all world religions as the Bible clearly says:  

 

Rev 
13:11  

And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had 
two horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon. 

 

Rev 
13:12  

And he exerciseth all the power of the first beast before him, and 
causeth the earth and them which dwell therein to worship the first 
beast, whose deadly wound was healed. 

 

Rev 
13:13  

And he doeth great wonders, so that he maketh fire come down 
from heaven on the earth in the sight of men, 
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Rev 
13:14  

And deceiveth them that dwell on the earth by the means of those 
miracles which he had power to do in the sight of the beast; saying 
to them that dwell on the earth, that they should make an image to 
the beast, which had the wound by a sword, and did live. 

 

Mat 
24:4 

And Jesus answered and said unto them, Take heed that no man 
deceive you. 

 

Mat 
24:5 

For many shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and shall 
deceive many. 

 

Rev 
16:13  

And I saw three unclean spirits like frogs come out of the mouth of 
the dragon, and out of the mouth of the beast, and out of the mouth 
of the false prophet. 

 

Rev 
16:14  

For they are the spirits of devils, working miracles, which go forth 
unto the kings of the earth and of the whole world, to gather them to 
the battle of that great day of God Almighty. 

 

Rev 
16:15  

Behold, I come as a thief. Blessed is he that watcheth, and keepeth 
his garments, lest he walk naked, and they see his shame. 

 

Rev 
19:20 

And the beast was taken, and with him the false prophet that 
wrought miracles before him, with which he deceived them that had 
received the mark of the beast, and them that worshipped his image. 
These both were cast alive into a lake of fire burning with brimstone. 

 

Mat 24:24 

For there shall arise false Christs, and false prophets, and shall shew 
great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if it were possible, they shall 
deceive the very elect. 

Jhn 4:48 

Then said Jesus unto him, Except ye see signs and wonders, ye will 
not believe. 1Co 1:22: For the Jews require a sign, and the Greeks 
seek after wisdom: 

  

 

2Th 
2:1  

Now we beseech you, brethren, by the coming of our Lord Jesus 
Christ, and by our gathering together unto him,  

 

2Th 
2:2  

That ye be not soon shaken in mind, or be troubled, neither by 
spirit, nor by word, nor by letter as from us, as that the day of 
Christ is at hand. 

 

 

2Th 
2:3  

Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not 
come, except there come a falling away first, and that man of sin 
be revealed, the son of perdition; 

 

 

2Th 
2:4  

Who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called God, 
or that is worshipped; so that he as God sitteth in the temple of 
God, shewing himself that he is God. 

 

 

2Th 
2:7  

For the mystery of iniquity doth already work: only he who now 
letteth will let, until he be taken out of the way.  

 

2Th 
2:8  

And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall 
consume with the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with the 
brightness of his coming: 
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2Th 
2:9  

Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all 
power and signs and lying wonders,  

 

2Th 
2:10  

And with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that 
perish; because they received not the love of the truth, that they 
might be saved. 

 

 

2Th 
2:11  

And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that 
they should believe a lie:  

 

2Th 
2:12  

That they all might be damned who believed not the truth, but 
had pleasure in unrighteousness.  

Regarding these verses this is why I believe it is far more likely that the antichrist 
and false prophet come in a scenario like you described in your original question 
when you asked: "…let me know if there is a possibility that the anti-Christ might 
come from another dimension (aliens/demons).  If this is the case that could 
explain why the world with the exception of true believers, would accept him as 
savior."  
Yes I think this is the most likely scenario. A world savoir from another plane of 
existence or supposed other galaxy, that will promise solutions to all the world's 
great problems and seemingly deal with the corruption that exists in high political 
offices worldwide, promising a utopia on this world; if we would just submit to his 
rule and worship him as God. I have covered this many times in my previous 
teachings: 
‘Lord Maitreya’ the Antichrist?-Part 1 December 2nd, 2007 In this teaching will be 
will be taking a shocking, in-depth look at ‘lord Maitreya’ AKA ‘Devil Betraya’ to 
see what part he & his ‘Ascended Masters’ will most likely play in the endtime 
deception the Bible so clearly predicts. For a preview to this teaching I have 
posted the following lies from the UN supported SHARE INTERNATIONAL ( 
http://www.shareintl.org/ ) WHO IS MAITREYA?: ‘He has been expected for 
generations by all of the major religions. Christians know Him as the Christ, and 
expect His imminent return. Jews await Him as the Messiah; Hindus look for the 
coming of Krishna; Buddhists expect Him as Maitreya Buddha; and Muslims 
anticipate the Imam Mahdi or Messiah. Since 1988 Maitreya has appeared 
miraculously throughout the world, mainly to orthodox religious groups, 
presenting in the simplest terms the great spiritual laws governing our lives. And, 
through steadily increasing signs and spiritual manifestations, now widely 
reported in the media, he is preparing them for His imminent appearance: The 
Day of Declaration in which Maitreya will demonstrate His true identity, the 
international television networks will be linked together, and Maitreya will be 
invited to speak to the world. We will see His face on television, but each of us 
will hear His words telepathically in our own language as Maitreya simultaneously 
impresses the minds of all humanity. At the same time, hundreds of thousands of 
spontaneous healings will take place throughout the world.’ 
‘Lord Maitreya’ the Antichrist?-Part 3 
‘Lord Maitreya’ the Antichrist?-Part 2 
‘Lord Maitreya’ the Antichrist?-Part 4 
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Deception Afoot: Maitreya & ‘Master Jesus’ AKA: Esu Immanuel Sananda-Part 1 
February 1st, 2009--Share International says Maitreya is coming with the satanic 
counterfeit “Master Jesus”: “In collaboration with…& Maitreya, the Master Jesus 

is deeply interested in unifying the 
religious thought of East and West. 
According to the Plan, this will lead to 
the One Universal Church, uniting all 
peoples into the One Humanity…It is 
forecast that the Master Jesus will yet 
occupy the chair of the Pope of Rome, 
and that from that seat he will then be 
able to re-inspire and re-orient the 
whole field of Christian religion, 
diverting it from its present political 
and temporal trends, towards a more 
spiritual approach.” “Could you 
explain the relationship between the 
disciple Jesus and Maitreya the 
Christ?” “By the occult process of 
overshadowing, the Christ, Maitreya, 
took over and worked through the 
body of Jesus from the Baptism 
onwards.” 
Deception Afoot: Maitreya & ‘Master 
Jesus’ AKA: Esu Immanuel Sananda-
Part 2 
Deception Afoot: Maitreya & ‘Master 
Jesus’ AKA: Esu Immanuel Sananda-
Part 3 
Mars, Lord Maitreya, The Ascended 
Masters & Strong Delusion April 29th, 
2007 
PDF: Maitreya,Mars, Ascended 

Masters, UFO’s, Disclosure 
I don't think Obama could get away with this though, as he is so corrupt and 
hated by so many that he could not skirt the Old Testament Biblical scrutiny and 
verification of the Jews. Not to mention all the other world religions that would 
have disdain for him as well.  
See Scott Johnson’s Teachings:  
Is Obama The Antichrist? Part 1November 16th, 2008  
Is Obama The Antichrist? Part 2 
Is Obama The Antichrist? Part 3 
Is Obama The Antichrist? Part 4  
The Antichrist & King Solomon Part 6 (Antichrist/Obama series continued) 
The Antichrist & King Solomon Part 5 (Antichrist/Obama series continued) 
PDF: Obama the Antichrist 
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